
What do these people have in 

common?



What will we learn about?

Paper 1 – Physical 

geography

Tectonics, Tropical storms, 

Rivers, Coasts, Ecosystems

Paper 2 – Human geography

Population, Development, 

Globalisation, Resources 

Paper 3 – Geographical 

skills and issues

Maps, field work, current 

issues



Field work

• Residential fieldwork

• 1 human and 1 physical study undertaken in a short 
stay at FSC centre

• Primary and secondary data collection and write-up in 
readiness for paper 3



Ask a GCSE Geographer…
Is it fun?

Some of the topics are better than others, like all subjects – but I think 

the topics about natural disasters, flooding and tropical storms have 

been the most fun. 

Is it hard?

I found it harder in Year 9 than Year 10/11 because we carried on topics 

from Year 8 and 9. But, all GCSE’s are hard work. The teachers are 

always there to help so I know where to come and ask questions if I 

don’t understand. 

Are you glad you took it at GCSE?

Yes, I am glad I chose Geography at GCSE, it has made me far more 

interested in what is going on around the world. I am looking forward to 

studying it at A Level next year. 



Why should you choose Geography?

• Architect

• Town planner

• Social Worker

• Housing Developer

• Natural Disaster Manager

• Weather Forecaster

• Travel Agent

• Accountant

• Market Researcher

• Lawyer

• Civil servant

• Environmental health

• Armed forces

• Emergency services

• Crime statistical analysis

• Prime Minister

• Pilot

• Travel writer

• Landscape Gardener

• Photographer

• Journalist

• TV presenter

• Teacher

• Map writer

260,000 students took Geography nationally in 2020! 

Geographers enter a very wide range of career areas and put simply there is 
no such thing as a geography job, just jobs that Geographers do.

What job can I do with a GCSE in Geography?



“Studying geography arms 
graduates with a mix of 
skills employers want to 

see.”

“Geography students don't have a set career 
path like other subjects with higher 

unemployment.”

I       Geography!

“Geography students hold 
the key to the world's 

problems”                                        
Michael Palin



There has not been a more important 
time to Choose Geography



Any questions? 

• AQA website 
• BBC Bitesize – Careers 
• Royal Geographical Society
• Geographical Association 

And of course ask me!


